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Hello from Your on
n the Street Reporter. In 2005, I wrote a report titled, “Looking
“Loo
for Elvis.” My
search took place in the cities of Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee.. Presently, I am in Las
Vegas, Nevada, to file a second report about searching for Elvis. The report is centered on a
musical-acrobatic act with Elvis Presley as its theme.
In Appendix A, I include a few comments about the early days in my life when my high school
classmates and I were
ere introduced to Elvis’ songs and hips. I separated this material from the
mainn part of this report as some readers may not be interested in nostalgic recollections when I
was a teenager.
The Elvis-theme entertainment was produced by Cirque Du Soleil, ann extraordinary troupe
described in earlier reports. As usual, the presentation was sensational. Being an Elvis fan and
having written the 2005 report cited above,
above I was eager to see the show.
The entrance to the huge theater
displayed a bust of Elvis and a
neon sign advertising the show.
Next to the statue was an Elvis
curio store,
store with renditions of his
performance attire.
attire (Shown in
Figure 1.)
.)
The show presented many
man film
clips of Presley singing, getting a
GI haircut, hanging out with
Priscilla,
Priscilla and doing other Elvis
things.. During these films, the
Cirque Du Soleil singers, dancers,
and acrobats performed in front of
a huge screen that displayed Elvis
singing and dancing.
dancing
Figure 1.. Entrance to Theater.

Many of the scenes appeared as seen in Figure 2. As mentioned,, a video of Elvis played in the
background, with the Cirque performers in the foreground.1

1
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The musical score was a combination of Elvis originals,
a singer who sounded like Elvis, an extraordinary rock
band, as well as many fine singers and dancers. The
synchronization and syncopation of the old recordings
with the live music was a work of art.
Elvis first sang in Las Vegas in 1969 (at the
International Hotel). He performed in Las Vegas
frequently until his death in 1977. His grave is located
at Graceland mansion, described in the “Looking for
Elvis” report.

During his early years in Las Vegas, Elvis performed in his usual attire of simple black clothes.
As time passed, he began to wear outfits resembling a Liberace wardrobe. Toward the end of his
career and life, I watched one of his Las Vegas shows in which he was wearing a white sequined
costume, similar to the clothes seen in Figure 1.
Time passed. So did Elvis. What was once his rebel music, with songs of revolt against Glenn
Miller and Bing Crosby, became middle-class melody, songs of reminiscence about former
rebellious times. Elvis succumbed to success, falling prey to pills and pork chops. He changed
from a tantalizing in-your-face rebel to an entertainer for aging rock-and-rollers. He stopped
doing new songs. His once “outrageous” persona, an early model for Madonna and Lady Gaga,
became passé.
In his later years, I longed for Elvis to shed his white cape for his black pants and blue suede
shoes. I wondered: Elvis, what’s happening man? It didn’t happen. Maybe his former lean jeans
were not in stock with his later portly stock. Maybe he had to outsize. We gray panthers can
relate. Nonetheless, I’ve remained a fan of Elvis Presley. He was fun, had a beautiful voice, and
sang many lovely songs.
He was also a fine man. He was a “no-sir, yes-sir” person, reflective of his honor and respect for
southern manners. He served his time in the army, asking for no favors. It seems a bit ironic now,
but during his early fame, he was pilloried for his dissolute ways.
Now, his hip gyrations to a four-piece band---sensationally audacious at that time---seem silly.
His early, simple acts have been replaced by performances with stage scenes that dwarf three
floor buildings, neon lights that could keep a small city lit-up all night, and music whose volume
can destroy ear drums. Decibels have displaced talent. …My curmudgeon side is showing, so on
with the show.
Blue Suede Shoes
Cirque’s first act was based on the song “Blue Suede Shoes.” Its composer, Carl Perkins, was the
first singer to make this song famous, Elvis made it even more famous. A large model of a blue
suede shoe was used by the athletes to perform their stunts, while dancers accompanied the rock
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band to elegant jitterbug and modern dance routines. Figure 3 shows the shoe and some of the
participants.2

Figure 3. Blue suede shoes.

Don’t Be Cruel
For the Cirque performance, the Elvis songs were sometimes preceded with other music to set
the stage for the next Presley treasure, or for a short interlude to set the stage itself. The next
piece was “Don’t be Cruel.” The Cirque performers did a great job.
job I will not show a photo of
each song’s rendition because I was not allowed to take pictures, and the Cirque souvenir
program did not include this act in its pages.
Honey, I Love You Too Much
The next song performed by the Cirque was “Honey, I Love You Too Much.”
M
The Cirque
dancers did a remarkable interpretation of the music.
One Night with You

Figure 4. One Night with You.

Next, the Cirque performed
Next
their magic to “One Night
with
ith You.”
You The
choreography for this song
was startling, beautifully
surreal. The visual image
presented to the audience
was a huge model of
o a guitar,
as shown in Figure 4.
4 To
gain a sense of the size of the
model, look at the two
acrobat dancers. They
acrobatic
flipped, hung upside-down,
upside
and somersaulted over parts
of the guitar. It looked
dangerous The audience
dangerous.

2

Cirque Du Soleil program brochure. For personal use only. This restriction pertains to all subsequent photos taken
from this brochure.
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gasped, as the performers threw themselves over and around the guitar strings. I could not detect
safetyy belts on the performers. But given
g
OSHA’s presence in our lives, I’ll wager a small stack
of poker chips (those
those I had left from
fro an afternoon of Texas Hold’em) they had belts with safety
ropes attached.
Obviously, I’m hyping this show.
show Still, it was an enthralling 90 minutes. It was an escape into a
world of imagination---yet
yet at the same time, real. The huge guitar, suspended in air, swayed
before us. The song came forth to the syncopation of the dancers’ melodic,
elodic, athletic movements.
It was an unfeigned yet imaginative world thatt Ralph Waldo Emerson described well with his
statement. It was a “high sort of seeing.” We in the audience were seeing a high sort of theater.
The music for this set was melodic and sensuous. The first verse was the reason some
som of
Lovington’s parents (my high school) kept their girls locked away for the night: ♫♪♪♫One night
with you, is now what I’m
m living for.
for
Gospel, and Gotta Lot of Living to Do
The next part of the show included several of Elvis’ gospel songs, followed by a full rendition of
“Gotta Lota Living to Do.”
.” The accompanying skits to this song were equally astonishing. (See
Figure 5.)
.) Working from horizontal and vertical trampolines, the Cirque athletes bounced
around, and up and down, seemingly crawling up walls or just barely perching on ledges after
having executed a jump and a flip onto a shelf.. I was amazed there were no mid
mid-air collisions.

Figure 5.
5 Trampoline act.

On the floor of the stage, the Cirque performers were executing jazzy, dirty dancing steps.
…Dirty dancing with sweet
weet memories from the audience (see Appendix).
Appendix)
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Army Years
Figure 6.. Army Years.

The performance devoted several acts to the years
Presley served in the U.S. Army. Songs highlighted
were, “Love Me Tender,” “Return to Sender,” and
“Heartbreak Hotel.” As seen in Figure 6,
6 seven
gymnasts performed to the beats of the music on high
bars and
d parallel bars. As before,
before it was evident they
had put a lot of time into the routines. Any small
slip-up, and they would have collided in midair.
“Heartbreak Hotel” was the first Elvis record I
bought. It was released in 1956 as a 45 RPM. I played
it on my small 45 player. I’m sure the fidelity was
poor, but it sounded fine to me.

Elvis and Movies
The next part of the Cirque show was devoted to several songs that became popular during the
times when Elvis made movies. “I Wanna Play House with You,” “Blue Moon,”
Moon “Trying to get
to You” were partss of this act. This show also featured a man who did tricks with flaming ropes,
accompanied by Elvis’ songs.
Jail House Rock
The movie scene for Elvis’ “Jail House Rock” is considered to be one of Presley’s best
performances as well as one of the best theatrical productions made of his music. I agree, and the
Cirque did it justice. The setting for the song was almost implausible
implausible.. Figure 7 shows the setup.3
Notice several dancers stood upside-down.
down. They attached themselves to foot straps and wheeled
around the stage.
Two stanzas say it all, not just for this song, but for much of Elvis. That’s why so many kids
k took
to the man. He was fun: ♫♪♪♫
♫♪♪♫ Let’s rock! Everybody, let’s rock!
The show followed with acts about the marriage between Elvis and Priscilla with music
reflective of their breakup: “Wise Men Say,” “I Love You Too Much,” and “Don’t.” Some of
these pieces were accompanied with two strikingly talented ballet dancers
dancers.
The show concluded with acts about Elvis’ times in Las Vegas. By then, Presley had changed his
costumes and physique, as well as his health. But the program did not dwell on the negatives. It
concluded with “Hound Dog.”

3

Cirque Du Soleil marketing brochure. For personal use only.
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Figure 7. Jailhouse Rock!

Let’s finish this review of the show with a walk down memory lane.. I also take some liberty by
speaking for older generations
generations. I read once that an older person said, It’s astonishing the things I
can remember that never happened.
Regarding the recollections
tions in the appendix, I hope my high school friends will
wi correct any
inaccuracies I may have inserted into our personal folklore. But be gentle with your pen
pen.
Regarding shared memories, turn-about
turn about is fair play in playing them back to ourselves.
As we move along in years, it seems we have a tendency to sometimes substitute one memory
for another, one that is a more pleasant recollection. After searching our memory banks, if we
cannot locate a worthy replacement, we make one up and place it into our file of valid
happenings. Such is memory, and such
such is the folklore that springs from these memories----both
memories
made and made-up.
But even our daydreams have a ring of truth to them,
them, at least some of them.
them After all, they are
called daydreams for a reason. So, they
t
mirror our recollections, both real and imagined. They
reflect both begotten and ill
ill-begotten treasures; treasures of reminiscence.
reminiscence Our memories of past
pleasant times become our own personal folklore.
Elvis is part of my youthful folklore, and he is a part of American folklore, all to himself.
For readers who have seen Viva Elvis,, I hope you will let me know your impressions of this
remarkable Cirque Du Soleil creation.
creation For others, I hope you see it.
Your onn the Street Reporter
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Appendix
Reminisces
“Blue Suede Shoes” hit the charts in 1956. My classmates and I were juniors in high school. At
that time, Carl was the singer, and Elvis recorded it later. I recall doing a frenetic jitterbug to this
song with Barbara Nelms as my partner. We were rock-and-rolling at the local youth center. This
music has a fast beat, and it is not an easy song to dance to, but the Cirque dancers performed it
with seeming ease. So did Barbara.
Barbara was one of the best dancers in the class of ’57. (See Figure A-1 for a
shot of yours truly and Barbara rocking it up.) Perhaps this accolade is a
modest claim as only 96 students constituted the class. In addition, many
parents did not allow their girls to attend the sinful youth center because it
played music and gasp, allowed dancing.
In fairness, some of the parents were not so much against dancing as they
were afraid of letting their virgin daughters steal away from their hearthside
Figure A-1. Rocking
with Barbara.
into an unaccompanied evening; an evening into a place of potential parental
despair; into a place populated with virgin sons, who were hoping to become former virgins.
Regardless of the limited number of girls available at the youth center, Barbara remains on my
top ten list of talented jitterbuggers. Barbara remains one of the treasures with whom I’ve had the
pleasure to dance during my time on dance floors.
Notice my attire. White pants, white coat, white shirt, white man. This occasion was the Senior
Prom (class of ’57). Most of the boys wore a tux or a dark suit to this august event. Not me, too
conventional, not sufficiently southern. I resemble a crew-cut Tom Wolfe. The only thing
lacking were my blue suede shoes. After this dance, one of my buddies nick-named me White
Black.
I also had a pair of blue suede shoes. I was proud of them. And they were classy. No stitching on
the toes or sides or fancy tassels, just conservative lace-up strings. Except for the color, they
could have been worn by a banker or a preppie headed for Yale.
+++
“Don’t Be Cruel” hit the charts in 1956. I was surprised to learn Presley co-wrote it with Otis
Blackwell. I was under the impression Elvis wrote none of his music. Anyway, while listening
and watching the performance, I penciled-in a notation in my notebook, “Remember LA!”
My brother Tom and I had just arrived in Los Angeles to spend the summer with our brother
David. Shortly after our arrival in our dilapidated Plymouth cars, we drove Dave to work in his
fancy Cadillac, which he had loaned to us for the day. Not knowing a hill-of-beans about the
hills of LA, we spent the day at Dave’s home.
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Dave had a beautiful cottage behind his house. For a while, before he moved us into another of
his properties, we lived there. For today, we marveled at the fancy furnishings, the deep carpets,
glasses that made high-pitched rings when we thumped them with our fingers. He owned a huge
library of record albums. There were hundreds of them, many of which had never been opened.
We were awed by our brother’s wealth. Unopened record albums! Unheard of.
Also unopened was Elvis’ recently-released album of his “greatest hits.” Being cautious guests,
we called David and asked if the album was intended as a present to someone. He replied no, to
play it as often as we wished. He added: Enjoy the afternoon. Enjoy Hollywood. Fix yourself a
Bloody Mary. Save one for me. See you in a couple hours. Tonight, I’m taking us to Fog
Cutter’s, the best steaks in town. They’ll be movie stars there.
We found ourselves in a fantasyland. From the provincial prairies of Lea County, we were now
in exotic Hollywood, sitting-around in a luxurious cottage, surrounded with furniture and
ornaments we had only seen in movies.
Parked outside was a Cadillac. Next to us was the new Elvis album. In the adjacent room was a
fully-stocked private bar. We had never seen a bar with such an inventory in any place but a
public saloon or restaurant. Our experience with a private bar was a six-pack in the frig.
We were not sure what went into a Bloody Mary. Neither of us drank much hard liquor. We
stuck with beer. The choice in those days was Coors. We called Dave and asked for the recipe.
I’ll never forget his response. He laughed and said, Oh good god! What do I have on my hands?
Then he gave us the ingredients.
Tom and I examined the Vodka bottles in Dave’s bar. We could not understand why some of the
labels appeared to be in a foreign language. Russian, but who were we to know? We selected
Smirnoff for the drinks, then settled-in to listen to the greatest from Elvis.
My experience with hard liquor was a ½ pint of orange flavored Vodka. The summer before, I
drank it with some college buddies while they drank Jack Daniels. They gave me a taste of the
whiskey and I gagged. Afterwards, it was Coors for me.
As the afternoon wore-on, as the Smirnoff bottle contents ebbed away into our stomachs, blood
vessels, and gray matter, I can only vaguely recall parts of our increasingly meaningful and
profound conversations.
Later in the day we picked-up David. We drove from Hollywood’s Franklin Avenue, the street
where Dave lived, and following his directions, somehow made it onto the Hollywood freeway.
By hook or by crook, we made it to our brother’s office, located near Chinatown. Dave was
waiting in front of the office where he worked (He was CEO and chief accountant of a tent and
awning company.)
He said something to the effect of, I was going to ask what the hell you two have been up to. But
I can see what caused the delay. Is there anything left in the bar? He took over and drove us
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straight to Fog Cutter’s for yet more booze, super steaks, and a our first look at Hollywood’s
beautiful people---even if through bleary eyes.
Our first day in fabled Hollywood got off to a great start. The next day was more subdued. But I
should close this shady part of the past on a positive note. Rita Hayworth was having dinner at
Fog Cutter’s. We said hello to her. She smiled at…only me. Memories.
+++
Another great dancer in my youth was a girl for whom I carried a flame during two of my high
school years. Her name was Beverly. As mentioned in earlier writings, Beverly and I reserved
“Love is a Many Splendored Thing” just for us. But our favorite song for dancing together was
“Heartbreak Hotel.” If you are familiar with the song, recall it has a beat that is ideal for a slow
dirty dance. Patrick Swayze would have loved dancing it.
It may appear that I’m writing this appendix as a remembrance of vicarious teenage sexual
interludes on the dance floor. That is only partially correct. I’m also reporting facts. Even if the
facts are old, they are still accurate. And Beverly had a way of dancing “Heartbreak Hotel” to
stoke my mental and physical palpitations. As she inculcated herself around my body, we would
swing around the youth center dance floor with smooth effortless steps.
+++
My favorite pop waltz tune is Elvis’ “Are You Lonesome Tonight?” And one of the best waltzers
in my high school was Wanda Nelms, the sister of my senior class sweetheart, Barbara. Wanda is
on my list of top five great dancers. No offence Barbara, but Wanda could have been a
professional dancer. This song came along after I left my hometown, but Wanda and I put the
crowd to shame with our Lea County interpretation of a Strauss Waltz, done to the tunes of Hank
Williams or Fats Domino.
Wanda could boogie, too. Figure A-2 shows us cutting the rug at the
Senior Prom. Notice our nonchalance-like concentration. Coolness
under fire. I’m getting ready to execute a triple-overhead-underhead,
then overhead twist. Wanda, who knows what I’m about to do before I
do it (uncanny), is focused, ready for one my non-patented jitterbug
steps.

FigureA-2 . Rocking
with Wanda.

Modesty aside, I have never seen anyone else execute this maneuver--including Delbert Shirey, the best dancer in our school. For that matter
Fred Astaire and John Travolta never performed my triple-overheadunderhead-underhead step. It was my fifteen seconds of fame, shared
with a super dancer.

+++
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Some of the high school youth center dancers developed a forerunner to what today is called
dirty dancing. It was par to Patrick Swayze’s routines: clothed foreplay. Not dirty at all, just
good clean, if only vicarious sex.
The boy and girl would wrap themselves tightly to each other. The couple would execute dips,
twirls, and stops, while throwing in a back and forth pelvic movement that could only be
interpreted as a vertical act of clad copulation. All with a bit of Texas Two Step thrown-in.
Added to this musical passage into adulthood fun times, the boy could place his right thigh in
between the legs of the girl. This tactical maneuver led to the strategic pleasure on the part of
both parties.
One night one of my classmates and I (a gorgeous girl named Sue) were having a fine dance to
“One Night with You.” She was new in town, and was not familiar with the Lea County Two
Step (which I later named this dance.). For one night, I was the teacher.
Did Sue ever have natural dancing ability! I’m amazed as to how easily some partners seem to
anticipate the leader’s step. It’s as if the leader is dancing with air, but air that is warm, has
bodily composition, and smells good.
We were the only ones on the dance floor, so we were more conspicuous than if our classmates
who had earlier been doing the Lea Country Two Step with us. Being a first-rate dancer, Sue got
into the spirit of the new dance. All eyes were on us, including the adult proctor of the youth
center, a patient, all-too-wise woman named Lucile Daley. She was taking-in our dance from her
proctoring position at the front of the dance floor. Before Elvis could finish his song, Lucille
walked onto the dance floor toward us. Upon her arrival at our semi-disguised foreplay, she put
both her arms between us, her hands acting as dual separators between chest and breasts. Once
she had knifed through our less than cool skins, she pushed her two arms away. She resembled a
referee who had just declared “Foul!” I was of the opposite opinion, and I suspect Sue was, too:
Foul to adults was fine to teenagers. Nonetheless, duly chastised, Sue and I left the dance floor.
I’m sad to report that this night of “now or never” became never. Sue and I drifted apart.
As one last note about the Lea County Two Step. When I migrated to the east coast in my later
twenties and took up the bachelor life, my buddies made fun of my strange looking dance. I still
hold the opinion that they were jealous of my cowboy boots. Even worse for their dancing
countenance, they were acculturated into wimpy Dick Clark Bandstand shuffles. I easily endured
their taunts. The east coast lassies loved stepping to the Lea County Two Step. And if they loved
it, so did I. After all, to take pleasure, one must give it in the first place.
+++
I saw my first Elvis movie at a theater in Hobbs, New Mexico, a neighboring town to Lovington.
I do not recall the title, but it was a western film. One of my best friends and I took-in the movie.
His name was Wayne and he was one of the most talented singers in our high school. He was
also a fine football player.
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Wayne was on furlough from Marine boot camp, but was in civilian clothes. As we watched the
movie, three guys just behind us were talking and laughing a lot. After a while, Wayne turned
around and put his fingers to his lips as a “Be quiet” gesture. A few seconds of silence followed.
Then one of the boys kicked the back of Wayne’s chair. That did it. Wayne turned around, stood
up and informed the trio he was a Marine and knew how to kill a man in two seconds!
The boy in front of Wayne promptly cold-cocked my friend. All hell broke loose. No one won,
but with a 3-2 disadvantage, we did okay. The five of us were kicked out of the theater, and I
never saw the ending of my first Elvis movie.
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